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Abstract 
The polynomials f, g E F[Xl, ,X,J are called shift-equivalent if there exists a shift (a~, , 
cc,) E F” such that f(Xl furl, . . ,X,, + CC,) = g. In three different cases algorithms which produce 
the set of all shift-equivalences of f, g in polynomial time are designed. Here 
(1) in the case of a zero-characteristic field F the designed algorithm is deterministic; 
(2) in the case of a prime residue field F = [F, and a reduced polynomial ,f, i.e. deg,!(f) G 
p - 1, 1 <i <n, the algorithm is randomized; 
(3) in the case of a finite field F = iF, of characteristic 2 the algorithm is quantum; for 
an arbitrary finite field F, a quantum machine, which computes the group of all shift-self- 
equivalences of f, i.e. (PI,. .,p’,,) E lFi such that f(Xr + /?I,. .,X, + fin) = J’, is designed. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper, we deal with the problem of testing whether two given polynomials 
f, 9 E FL% , . . ,X,] are shift-equivalent, i.e. there exists a shift ~(1, . . . , a, such that 
f(& + a1 , . . . ,X,, + a,) = g. Earlier, the issue of considering polynomials up to the 
shifts appeared in the context of the interpolation of shifted-sparse polynomials (see 
[8,9,13]), i.e. the polynomials which become sparse after a suitable shift. 
We present the algorithms for computing the group Sf,f of the shifts (pi,. . . , /I,,) 
such that f(& +@I,... ,X, + fin) = f and for testing whether the set Sf, y of the shifts 
(CC,,.. ,a,) for which f(& + cq ,..., X + a,) = g is non-empty (in the latter case 
s,,, = @I,..., cc,) + Sf,r and the algorithm yields a certain (al,. . . , a,) E Sf,,). The 
nature and the complexity of the algorithms substantially depends on the characteristic 
of the ground field F. Our deterministic algorithm of Section 1 tests self-equivalence 
over the fields of characteristic zero and has a polynomial-time complexity if the degree 
d of f grows slower than n. 
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Our randomized algorithm of Section 2 tests shift-equivalence over the fields of 
positive characteristic p where F = lFP is the field of residues of modp and the 
polynomial f is reduced, i.e. the degree with respect to each variable deg, (f) < p - 1, 
1 <i <n. This algorithm has a polynomial running time, if p grows slower than a 
certain polynomial in n/d. 
In Section 3 we treat the case of an arbitrary finite ground field F and the de- 
gree of f. We design a quantum machine that computes the group Sf,f (the reader 
is referred to [ 1,16,17,19] on this subject, definitions and further background). Our 
methods of Section 3 actually allow one to design a quantum machine that for a 
fixed action of an abelian group on a finite set, computes the stabilizer subgroup of a 
given element from the set (as the author recently learnt, the problem of computing 
the stabilizer subgroup by a quantum machine was also solved in [12] with a better 
complexity bound). In [3] a quantum machine which allows one to test whether a 
given function has a hidden linear structure, or to find the period of a periodic univari- 
ate function with small preimages was constructed (the latter result generalizes [16]). 
Our method of Section 3 has a common point with [3] in applying the Fourier trans- 
form to similar configurations (actually, the idea arises from [17]), but our approach 
is quite distinct. In particular, our method is easier since unlike [3] it does not use the 
uniqueness of a hidden linear structure and estimations of the amplitudes, but rather 
exploits the duality of Sf,f with its group of characters, which allows one to find 
Sf,f. 
When the characteristic of F is 2, we design a quantum machine which computes 
Sf,s. Moreover, if the abelian group being a direct product of cyclic groups, each of the 
order 2, acts on a finite set, one can design a quantum machine, which tests whether 
two elements from the set lie in the same orbit of action of the group. It seems to be 
an open question, whether one could solve the latter problem by a quantum machine 
for an arbitrary abelian group. The designed machines run in polynomial time, if p 
grows slower than a certain polynomial in the input size (“:d) (being the number of 
the coefficients of f). 
In Section 4 we discuss the Uure research for the equivalence of the polynomials 
with respect to a larger class of groups that extend the considered group of the shifts. 
Now we formulate the main results of the paper. 
Theorem 1. Let f, g E Q[Xl,... ,X,], deg( f ), deg(g) <d, and let the bit-size of the 
coejkients off ,g be less than M. A (deterministic) algorithm that finds a basis (over 
C) Vl , . . . , ok E @’ of the linear space Sf,f c Q? of all the shift-selfequivalences of f 
is designed. Moreover, the algorithm tests whether the set of all shaft-equivalences 
Sf,s c @” is non-empty and tf so it produces an element (al,. . , a,,) E Sf,, n Q”. The 
running time of the algorithm can be bounded by (M(dn)d)o(l). 
Theorem 2. Let f, g E IF&Cl,. . . , X,] for a prime p, the degrees deg( f ), deg(g) Gd, 
and degX1( f ), degX (g) < p - 1, 1 < i Gn. A randomized algorithm that finds a ba- 
sis over EP of the linear space Sf,f c F; is designed. Moreover, the algorithm tests 
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whether Sf,, # 0 and zf so it produces an element (CC,, . . . , CI,) E Sf,,. The running 
time of the algorithm does not exceed ( pd( n:d ))‘(I). 
Theorem 3. Let f, g E Fpm[X~, . . ,X,] and the degrees deg(f), deg(g) <d. A quan- 
tum machine that finds a basis over FP of Sf,f c([Fpm )” is designed. Moreover, when 
the field characteristic p equals 2, a quantum machine that computes an element 
(al,..., a,) of St,s c(Fp )” or determines that St,, is empty, is designed. The running 
times of the quantum machines are less than (pm( n:d))o(‘). 
1. Testing shift-equivalence of polynomials over zero-characteristic 
deterministic algorithm 
field: 
Let f, g E Q[Xi, . . . ,X,] be two polynomials with deg(f), deg(g) dd and with the 
size of rational coefficients less than M. Actually, one could consider the coefficients of 
f, g from a larger (say, algebraic number) field, but we stick to the rational coefficients 
just for simplifying the bounds on the size of the output data. 
Denote by Sf,, c on (here the bar denotes the algebraic closure) the set of all shift- 
equivalences of f and g, i.e. (bi,. . . ,Pn) E an such that f(& + j?,,...,X,, + bn) = 
g(X1 , . . . ,X,). If Sf,, # 0 we say that f and g are shift-equivalent. In this section, we 
design a deterministic algorithm which computes Sf,,. Observe that if (al,. . . , cr,) E 
Sf,f then for any integer m we have (marl,. . .,mcl,,) E Sf,f. Hence (tal,. . , ta,) E S,,f 
holds for any t E a. Thus, considering t as a new variable, we get 
O = df(Xl +tal,...,Xn +ta,) 
dt 
=( af sl’zl + -.+,g (Xl +tC(l,...,Xn+tcx,). n 1 
Substituting t = 0 in the latter identity, we obtain that ctl(df /8X1) + . . . + cc,(af /8X,) 
= 0. Inversing this argument, we conclude that Sf,f can is a linear subspace. There- 
fore, Sf,, is a linear variety of the same dimension as Sf,f (if Sf,, is non-empty). 
Observe that the variety Sf,, is defined over 02. Therefore the subspace S,,f has a ba- 
sis from Q” (one could obtain it from the system of linear equations c(i(a f /aXI )+ .+ 
a,(3f/8Xn) = 0 in the variables ~11,. . ,a,). Furthermore, Sf,, contains a vector from 
Q”. Indeed, take any vector p E Sf,, and all its conjugates /3 = Si(/3), S,(p), . ,S,&b) 
E St-,, over Q, then (l/N)CiGjsN a,(a) E Sf,, n Cl!“. Thus Sf,, is definable by a 
linear system over Q. 
For brevity denote SC’) = Saflax,,ag/ax,, 1~ i d n. 
Lemma 1. Sf,, = n,,,,, s(i) n {(a,, . .,an) E CT : f (al,. . .,a,) = g(0,. . .,O)}. 
Proof. The inclusion c is obvious. To prove the inverse inclusion take (ai,. . . , a,) E 
aa” from the right-hand side of the equality. Then the polynomial f (Xl + ~(1,. . ,X,, + 
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a,)-g(&, . . . ,X,) = CIO E a because all the partial derivatives of this difference vanish. 
Moreover, substituting (Xl,. . . ,Xn) = (0,. . . ,O), we conclude that aa = 0. q 
Based on Lemma 1, the algorithm finds each S(j), 1 d i <n, defining S(‘) by a linear 
system over Q, using the recursion on the degree. Then the algorithm finds a system 
linear over Q defining the intersection nlGign SC’) and substitutes the general (para- 
metric) solution (Al,...,&) = v+Alul+. + .+ &vk of the latter system (here J1 . . . , & 
are parameters, the vectors v, VI,. . . , ok E Q”, k = dim fll QiGn S(‘), and ~1, . . , vk ae 
linearly independent) into f. Due to Lemma 1 the set of vectors (Al,. . . ,A,) satisfying 
the equation f(A1,. . . ,A,) = g(0,. . . ,O) coincides with Sf,,. 
Hence the equation f(Al, . . . , A,) = g(0,. . . , 0) determines a linear variety V in the 
space /1 N ak of parameters (A,, . . . , &). One of the following three cases could occur. 
In the first case V = 0, i.e. Sf,, = 0; this means that the polynomial f(A1,. . . ,A,) - 
g(0 )...) 0) E Q[Al)..., &] is equal to a non-zero constant from Q. hi the second case 
V = 4 i.e. sf,, = nlQiQn ,Y$); it is equivalent to identical vanishing of the polynomial 
.f(Al, . . . ,A,) - g(0,. . ,O). In the last case V is a hyperplane in /i, given by a linear 
equation C, Gjck cj2j - CO = 0 for suitable cj E Q. Therefore, 
f(Al,. . . ,An) - g(0,. . . ,O) = c 
(,&kcj+cO) 
for an appropriate c E Q, where 6 = deg, ,,,,,, 1k f(Al,. . . ,A,). Let us find all cj. Check- 
ing whether the polynomial f(Al, . . . , A,) - g(0,. . . ,O) is homogeneous, we detect 
whether CO = 0. If CO # 0 we set CO = 1 and for every 1 <j < k replace &, for 
all 8 #j by zeroes in f(Al,..., A,) - g(0,. . . ,O), as a result, we obtain a univariate 
polynomial & = ~(AI,. . . ,A,) - do,. . . ,O)l,l=o,,fj = c(Cjlzj - 1)6. The algorithm finds 
cj calculating GCD($j, d$j/d 2j) = cj ;li - 1. If, on the other hand, CO = 0, then for 
each pair 1 < jl, jz <k we make a substitution ;lj, = 1 and & = 0 for all e # jl, j,; 
as a result, the algorithm either finds the quotient cj2/cj, or returns ci, = 0 similar to 
the situation CO = 1. This completes the description of the recursive algorithm which 
computes Sf, 9. 
In particular, this allows one to test whether f and g are shift-equivalent. 
Now we estimate the number of arithmetic operations in the described algorithm. 
The number of monomials in f, g and the number of times the derivatives are taken 
can be bounded by ( dr)“(‘). At each step of recursion for constructing the intersection 
fllgiGn S(i) the algorithm solves a linear system in n variables and it requires no(‘) 
arithmetic operations. After that the calculating of the substitution f(A1,. . . ,A,) needs 
(d30(‘) operations, and finally computing cj takes no(l) operations. Thus, the number 
of arithmetic operations of the algorithm does not exceed (‘d+n)‘(‘), i.e. it is polynomial 
in the input size. 
Now we estimate the bit-size of the occurring intermediate coefficients. The bit- 
size of the coefficients of any involved partial derivative is less than d(log n)M. 
Denote by Mt, 0 &b <d, the bit-size of the coefficients of the linear systems 
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representing Sfl,g/ for intermediate in the recursion polynomials of degrees d. Then 
at the current step of recursion, the size of the coefficients in a linear system rep- 
resenting n, Cign SC’) can be bounded by n ‘(‘)I&, then the size of the coefficients cj 
does not exceed (nd)‘(‘)Me by the subresultant theorem [12]. Hence Mf+i <(nd)‘(‘)M, 
and we conclude that Md 6 (nd) ‘cd)M and the bit-size of all coefficients occurring is 
also less than M(nd) ‘cd) Therefore, the running time of the described algorithm does . 
not exceed (M(nd)d)o(l) which completes the proof of Theorem 1. When d = no(‘), 
@d)W < (dF)O(‘) and the bit complexity of the described algorithm is polynomial. 
When d grows faster than, say, n2 it is more profitable for computing S,-,s to solve a 
system of polynomial equations f(& + al,. . . ,X,, + a,) = g(Xr, . . . ,X,) in n variables 
~1,. . . , ~1, with the running time (kfd”’ )‘(I) [4]. 
2. Testing shift-equivalence of reduced polynomials over a prime residues field: 
randomized algorithm 
Let the polynomials f, g E lFPIXi,. . . , X,], deg(f),deg(g)<d, where p is a prime, 
be reduced, i.e. deg,.&), degX(g) d p - 1, 1 d i dn. In this section we design a 
polynomial-time randomized algorithm which computes Sf,, c Fi. Observe that Sf,f 
is a linear subspace over FP and Sf,, = L’ + S,f,f for an arbitrary vector u E S.J-,~ (if 
S.r,,C/ # 0). 
Notice that since f, g are reduced, Lemma 1 from Section 1 holds for Sf,, also in 
the case under consideration. 
Let q = pm and let a polynomial h E [F,[Xt,. . .,I,]. The following lemma was 
brought to the notice of the author by Smolensky [18] and strengthens Schwartz’s 
lemma [ 131 for finite fields. Observe that when II <q deg h and deg,,(h) d q - 2, 
16 id n, Lemma 2 follows from [ 1 l] (for arbitrary h a weaker bound was proved 
in [7]). 
Lemma 2. If h has a zero in F: then h has at least qnPdegth) zeroes. 
Proof. Let a polynomial hl($ 0) E lF,[Xl, . . . , X,]. As we study zeroes in [Fi we can as- 
sume w.1.o.g. that hl is reduced (in the proof of the lemma this means that deg,,(hi ) < 
q- 1, 1 <i <n). Take monomial X:’ . . .X,f to be a leading one in the polynomials hl in 
the lexicographical ordering w.r.t. Xi > X2 > ... > X,. Denote K = {(al,. . . ,a,) E 
IF{ : hl(al,..., a,) # 0). For any ji ,...,j,, such that O<jl<q - 1 - ir, l<rPdn, the 
polynomials Xi’ . . .Xkhl are linearly independent over 5, because in the polynomial 
X/l . . . Xk hl the reduced monomial X{‘+” . . Xk+in is the leading one; therefore, it 
is the leading monomial as well in the reduction red(X” . .X&h,) (here by reduc- 
tcs,- tion we mean replacing each power Xp, se Bq, by X, l)(modq-I))+1 ), and these 
reduced monomials are pairwise distinct. Taking into account that the reduced polyno- 
mials are in the bijective correspondence with the functions [FG to [F,, we deduce that 
the functions {red(X{’ . . .Xbh )}o~~l~q--l--r,,l~CCn on EG are linearly independent over 
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lF,. Since all these functions vanish on the set F;\K, we conclude that the cardinality 
#K>,#{o’1, . . ..j.) : O<je<q - 1 -id, l<d<n} = (q - il)...(q - i,). Obviously, 
for a fixed dt = deg ht, the latter product is the least possible for 
il = ’ . . = i[d,/(q_l)] = q - 1, +d,/(q-l)J+l = dl - (4 - l)Ldl/(q - l>l, 
the remaining ij = 0 and [dl/(q - l)] + 1 < j<n; hence (q - il)...(q - in)> 
q44/W)1~ 
To complete the proof of the lemma apply this construction to the polynomial hi = 
red( 1 - hq-’ ), then dl< (q - 1) deg h, and we obtain that the number of zeroes of 
h in lF; (or equivalently, the number of non-zeroes of hl) is greater than or equal to 
n-deg h 
4 9 provided ht $ 0 (or equivalently, that h has at least one zero in IF;). 0 
Now we describe a randomized algorithm which computes S,,, c F;. Similar to 
Section 1 the algorithm by recursion on the degree computes SC’), 1~ i < n, representing 
each SC’) by a linear system over FP. Then the algorithm produces a linear system 
which represents the intersection n, ..iGn S(j) yielding the general (parametric) solution 
(Al, . . . . A,)=u+llq+~-.+&uk, whereu,vt ,..., UkE~~,k=dim~~((n,~i$nS(i)), 
of this linear system (cf. Section 1). After that the algorithm substitutes (Al,. . . ,A,) 
in f. Due to Lemma 1 Sf,, is isomorphic to the set of solutions of the polynomial 
(over FP) equation f(Al,. . . ,A,) = g(0,. . . ,O) in the parameters 21,. . . , &, and one 
could consider w.1.o.g. Sf,, as a linear variety over FP in the space A N Fi of the 
parameters. Lemma 2 implies that s = dimrP Sf,, >k - deg f $k - d (if Sf,, # 0). 
In [lo] it is proved that if, in a set U, we choose randomly independently N elements 
u E U, then the number y of times when a chosen u belongs to a fixed subset 0 # 
A c U satisfies, with probability greater than 1 - 6, the following inequalities: 
1#A<Y<3!4 
2 #U‘N‘2 #U’ 
where 
N = g 1 16 . log,(2/6). 
The randomized algorithm under description for computing Sf,, checks first whether 
0 E Sf,s; if yes, then we set the vector us = 0 E Sf,,. If not, then the algorithm chooses 
N times randomly independently elements from the set U = A; here A = A0 = Sf,, 
and 6 = (PZ(‘:~ ))-2. Hence #U/#A < pd. Then, with probability greater than 1 - 6, 
among the chosen N = O(pdd log n) vectors there would be a vector us E Sf,, (one 
could easily check the membership to Sf,s), provided Sf,, # 0. If none of the chosen 
N vectors belong to Sf,s, the algorithm returns that Sf,, = 0. 
After that, the algorithm makes 2N independent choices of the elements from U. 
Among them, with probability greater than l-6, there is a vector ui E Sf,s,s~ <s, such 
that ~1 -us # 0 (here we take A = Al = Sf,g\{uo}; obviously, #Al 2 ~#Ao). Thereupon 
making again 2N independent choices, the algorithm, with probability greater than l-6, 
finds a vector 242 E Sf,, such that the vectors 242 - us, ut - us are linearly independent. 
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Here we take A = A2 = S~,g\~{uo,ul}, where Y(u~, . . . ,ui) denotes the minimal lin- 
ear variety which contains the points ~b,. . . , u> (clearly, Y{uo, ul} is a line); obviously, 
#A2 > i#Ao. Continuing in this way, the algorithm makes at most s < k rounds of 2N 
independent choices, while it is possible to find the vectors ~0, ~1,. . . , u,, E SY,~, SO ds, 
such that the differences ui - us,. . , u,, - ug are linearly independent. The algorithm 
returns Sf,, = uc + ai(ui - us) + . . . + &(us,, - UO), where 11,. . . ,&, are parameters 
from EP. 
The algorithm finds Sf,, correctly with probability at least (1 - 6)nc “F’) 3 1 - 
(n( n:d ))-‘, because the algorithm calls recursively to itself at most ( “:d) times since 
the number of non-vanishing partial derivatives of f does not exceed ( n:d ) , and at 
each recursive step the algorithm makes at most n rounds of 2N independent choices 
as described above. Notice that if Sf,, = 8, the algorithm always returns the correct 
answer. 
Finally, we estimate the running time of the algorithm. As already mentioned, there 
are at most ( “ld) recursive calls of the algorithm to itself. At each recursive step, 
the algorithm first finds (deterministically) the intersection n,,,,, SC’), by means of 
solving a system with at most n variables, linear over IF,, which requires ((log p)n)‘(‘) 
running time. Then the algorithm makes at most n rounds of choosing 2N vectors from 
U = n and it takes time (P~(“:~ ))O(‘) which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Notice that the time bound of the algorithm is better than the time bound p” of the 
trivial search in IFi when d = O(n). In this case the time bound of the algorithm is 
polynomial in the input size log p . (“i”)d when p = (n/d)““‘. 
3. Testing shift-equivalence of polynomials over a finite field: quantum computation 
Let q = pm, the polynomials f, g E ff4[Xl,...,Xn], and deg(f), deg(g)<d. In this 
section we design a quantum machine which computes Sf,f c ‘Fi and, furthermore, 
in the case of fields of characteristic p = 2 we design a quantum machine which 
computes Sf,,. Observe as above that S/,f is an abelian group and S.f,s = u + Sf,f for 
an arbitrary u E Sf,, (if SJ-,, # 0). 
The core of a quantum machine, a concept which is an extension of a randomized 
algorithm (see e.g. [ 1, 191) is a fast unitary transformation. In [ 161 it was shown that 
a quantum machine could compute in polynomial time the Fourier transform Qjn for 
the cyclic group Z,, of order IZ for “smooth” n, where n = p1 . . pi is a product of 
pairwise distinct small primes. In [6] & f was computed by a quantum machine based 
on the fast Fourier transform. First we show (although we do not immediately use it 
below) that 4Pk for any small p could be computed recursively on k by a quantum 
machine in a more succinct way using the product formula for Fourier transform [2], 
which in its turn easily entails the fast Fourier transform algorithm. 
The quantum machine computes the matrix $P = (l/~)(exp(2nisb/~))~~,,/~, 
directly. For the recursive step, let w be a primitive root of unity of degree pk+‘. 
Denote by D a square pk x pk diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements being 
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successive powers of w : 1, w, w2,. . . , w Pk-’ Denote by Ze the unit 8 x / matrix. Then . 
the following product formula 
i 
ZPk 
D 0 
d’pK+l = (zpk @ 4,) 
D2 
. . 
0 DP-1 I @Pk gzP> 
allows one to compute 4pk+, recursively by a quantum machine within time O((~P)~). 
Also observe that this gives a representation of C$pk+l as a product of O(k) matrices, 
while [6] provides for it the product of O(k2) matrices. 
We remark that as any finite abelian group G is a direct product Zp~ x . . . x Zp? of 
the cyclic groups its Fourier transform 4~ = 4p;, @a . .@ $p~ = ( 4p7 @Zp9 8. . . @Zpr ) 
VP? @ 4p:’ @ . . . @ zpj/ > . . . (Zpp:’ @ zp2 @ . . .@ “pi ) could be computed by a quantum 
machine within time 0(C,,i,e(p&i)2). 
First we design a quantum machine which computes the group Sf,f c F;. This con- 
struction extends essentially the idea from [ 171. We utilize the notations and terminol- 
ogy from the quantum computations which one could find in [ 1,16,17,19]. Actually, 
the described algorithm and the above quantum computation of 4~ allows one to solve 
the following problem by means of a quantum machine. Let a finite abelian group G 
with all the primes dividing its order, being small, act on a set. The algorithm enables 
one to find for each element of the set the subgroup of G which preserves this ele- 
ment (the stabilizer subgroup, see also [12]). Furthermore, if G is a direct product of 
cyclic groups each of order 2, one can design a quantum machine which for any pair 
of elements of the set tests whether these two elements are on the same orbit of the 
action of G. In the case under consideration G = Z, x . ’ . x Z, is the direct product of 
mn copies of Zp; here the action of (Zp)m on each variable Xi, 1 <i<n is isomorphic 
to the action of the additive group of [F, by the shifts. 
The quantum machine under description starts with the initial configuration (cf. 
[1,3, 16,17, 191). 
c = 
i.e. each basic state 1~11,. . . ,txn,f(& + ~1,. . . , 1, + a,)) is taken with the amplitude 
l/(a)“. Notice that each basic state is a basic ort in (q” . q(n’:d))-dimensional C- 
space with the Hermitean metric. Let w(l), . . .,w@) E [F, be a basis over Ep. Then 
one can represent each basic state 1x1,. . ,an,f(Xl + al,. . . ,X, + a,)) in the form 
(1) ]E!‘), . . . ,a?), . . . , cc, , . . . ,a?‘,f(Xl + al,. . . ,X, + a,)) where al = Cl 9jGm c$‘wo’), 
cry’ E Fpp, 1 </<n. The additive group of ‘: acts on the first nm components as a 
direct product (Zp ),, . 
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Denote Q = q(“:d). The quantum machine applies to C the matrix (see above) 
$P @ . . . @ c,b,, @IQ where the tensor product of 4P is taken nm times (cf. [3]). Then 
in the resulting configuration any basic state 1x1,. . , x,,,,,,T), where x/ : ZlpZ -+ 
@, 1~8 <nm, are the characters of the cyclic additive group of jFP, i.e. ~/(a) = 
exp (2rriab/p) for a suitable b and 7 = f(Xr + fit,. . . ,X, + /&) E lF,[Xl,. . . ,X,] for 
some (fir,. . .,fln) E [F$ and PC = CIGjGm @I&), fly’ E FP, 1 d/dn, occurs with 
the amplitude (cf. [3,16,17]) 
1 
qc 0) 
c &(a;‘) + /3\“). . . &&xr”) + p’1”‘>. ‘. 
a, IdJ) ,._., C&4dJ))ESf,  
Xnm--m+,(Q + B$“). . . Xnm(@) + /p’) 
= $xoI”). . . Xnm(@9 c x,(cP). . y (a’“‘) I .nm n . 
For every restriction of the 
(C+vcI) c&‘,cqLs >> n 1.1 
character 
0 
the sum C x(a) = 
ifx+ 1, 
XESf./ #Sf?f if x- 1, 
where c( = (C @)I&) ,..., C c$)I&)). Thus, each of the basic states 1x1,. , xnm,f) 
for which XI @ . . . @ x”,,, Is,, E 1 (and only these basic states) occurs in the resulting 
configuration with the same probability (which is equal to the square of the absolute 
value of the amplitude [1,3,16,17,19]) (#Sf,f)‘/q2”. Hence, each vector (xt,...,xnm) 
such that XI @I . . . 8 xnm(sl,f - = 1 occurs as the first nm coordinates of the basic states 
in the resulting configuratron with the same probability #Sf,f/q”, because for the rest 
of Q coordinates there are q”J#Sf,f possibilities for 7, each of them appearing with 
the same probability. 
Since Sf,f is an abelian subgroup of the additive group of ([Fq)n, the order #Sf,f = 
pk for some k, 0 <k <nm. All the vectors of the characters (xl,. . . , xnm) such that 
the restriction ~1 @ . . @ xnmlS,, z 1 holds constitute the (multiplicative) group ,Y 
isomorphic to the vector space (EP)nmPk over LFP. 
Applying nm times independently the described quantum machine and each time 
observing the projection onto the first nm coordinates of a basic state of the resulting 
configuration, we obtain a sequence of nm elements from Lf. The probability that the 
first nm - k vectors (one can assume that they are chosen independently as each of 
them appears with the same probability, as stated above) among them form a basis of 
Y over EP is greater than or equal to 
(1 - p-‘)(l - p-2)(1 - p-3). . >(l-2-l)(l-2P)(l -2-3)... 
3 i(l - (222 + 2-3 + . . .)) > $. 
Therefore, making four rounds each consisting of nm applications of the quantum 
machine described, with the probability greater than 1 - (1 - a)4 > t, the quantum 
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algorithm yields at one of the rounds a basis for the space 9’ over LF,,,. The algorithm 
returns as a basis the maximal set of linearly independent (over Ep) elements of Y 
obtained at one of the four rounds. 
Having a basis of Y, the algorithm can uniquely select the subgroup Sf,f. Indeed, 
for every element (xl,. . . ,xnm) from the yielded basis, let ~~(a) = exp (2rcieta/P), 
1 < t < nm, for appropriate 0 d 8, < p; then for any element (x1 GjGm c$)J&), . . . , 
Cl gjgm &)I&)) E Sf,f we have xr(ori’)). . . ~~~(tl;~)) = 1, i.e. plela\‘)+. + .+lnmccim). 
Conversely, if the latter divisibility holds for every element from the basis, then 
(Cl~j~mG1~‘W”“.‘,Cl~j~m ‘) O’) a, w )eSf,f. These divisibility conditions constitute a 
(homogeneous) linear system over Ep. Producing a basis of this linear system, the algo- 
rithm produces thereby a basis of Sf,f. This completes the description of the algorithm 
which computes Sf,f. 
Now in the case of the fields with characteristic p = 2 we design a quantum 
machine which tests whether Sf,, # 0, and if it is the case the machine yields an 
element u E Sf,,. Together with the construction of Sf,f described above this computes 
Sf,, = v + Sf,f. First the machine checks, whether f f g, and if it is the case we are 
done by the above construction of Sf,f; so we can suppose w.1.o.g. that f $ g. Then 
applying the construction described above, the machine computes the groups Sf,f and 
S 9.9’ If Sf,f # S,,, then SL g = 0. So we can assume that Sf,f = S,,,. 
Observe that S = Sf,f U Sf,, is a group since p = 2. Notice also that S coincides 
with the group of all the shifts (al,. . . , a,) E [Fi which preserve the unordered pair 
of the polynomials {f (Xl,. . . , &),sc&,...,xI~~ = {fWl + 4,...,& + 4I>,SWl + 
al,..., x, f %)). 
To compute S, the quantum machine takes as the basic states 
IQ,..., 43, {f (x, + al,. . . , XI + ~,),SWl + a1 ,..., XI + c&J}), 
where (ar,...,a,) E EG. Thus, a basic state could be treated as an ort from C-space 
of the dimension q” . a , where a = iQ(Q + 1). As in the above construction, the 
quantum machine applies the Fourier transform 4 = 42 @ . . . @ C#Q (nm times) to the 
first n coordinates. Formally, the machine multiplies the initial configuration 
& ,,c bl T...> Gz,{f(~l+~l,..., x,+Gz),g(xl+al,..., &+a”}) 
aI, ,%E~, 
by the matrix 4 @Z, . Then the quantum machine computes the group S as above (by 
means of its basis over [Fz). 
Obviously, Sf,, # 0 w S f,f # S, and in this case we can take as v any element 
of the basis of S which does not belong to Sf,f. This completes the description of the 
quantum machine which computes Sf,,. 
Finally, we estimate the complexity of the designed quantum machines. In the 
course of computing Sf,f the machine computes (deterministically) for any (~1,. . . , a,) 
E F; the coefficients of the polynomial f (Xl + ~11,. . _ ,X, + ct,) which requires 
(m log ~(~:~))0(l) time. Producing Fourier transform 4p takes PO(‘) time. So, the 
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application of the Fourier transform runs in (mp(“ld))O(l) time. The machine makes 
O(nm) such rounds and at the end solves (deterministically) a system of the size O(nm) 
which is linear over [F,. Thus, the running time of the designed quantum machine does 
not exceed (m p( d )) nfd O(‘) The similar bound is valid for the quantum machine which . 
computes Sf,,. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Notice that this bound is always not worse than the complexity bound for the ran- 
domized algorithm designed in Section 2 (for m = 1). When p grows like ( n:d)o(’ ) 
the running time of the designed quantum machine is polynomial which is not the case 
for the randomized algorithm from Section 2. 
4. Equivalence of polynomials relative to larger groups: further research 
It would be interesting to consider the equivalence of the polynomials relative to 
larger groups of transformations rather than the group of the shifts studied above. For 
example, we may consider the direct product of the affine groups, i.e. we may define 
that J’ and g are equivalent if f(~iXi + pi,. . . , cc,X,, + fin) = g. Then the group of 
equivalent affine transformations could be non-trivial already for a single univariate 
polynomial, and the methods from Section 1 could not be applied immediately. For 
instance, let w” = 1, then a polynomial a(X + u)~” + p(X + a)‘” is invariant under the 
affine transformation X --f OX + (w - 1 )a. Still, the author believes that the algorithms 
from Sections 1 and 2 could be extended to the product of the affine groups. Concerning 
the quantum machines, it is plausible that one can construct the Fourier transform for 
the affine group {X 3 ti + &~EIF, in time (pm) O(l) but after that one encounters , 
the principal problem of how to retrieve a subgroup H of a given non-abelian group 
G, knowing all the irreducible representations r of G such that the restriction slH 
contains the unit representation of H (compare our treatment of the abelian groups 
H = Sf,f c G = (ZP)“m in Section 3). 
If we consider more non-trivial groups like the symmetric group S, or the general 
linear group GL,, then the problem of equivalence of the polynomials relative to a 
group becomes complete with respect to the graph isomorphism. For S,, this is obviously 
true already for the polynomials of the degree 2; for GL, this was shown by Chistov 
[4] for the polynomials of degree 4. 
Finally, recall that we considered the shifts from Sf,, over a specified finite field [F,, 
in Section 2 and over IF, in Section 3. In both cases we deal with the fields of positive 
characteristic, and the answer to the question whether f and g are shift-equivalent 
depends on over which field we take the shifts (unlike the zero-characteristic case 
where it is independent of the field, as it was shown in Section 1). This dependence 
is demonstrated by the following example in which we have to take the shifts in an 
extension of the field of coefficients in order to make the polynomials shift-equivalent. 
Let J’=X6+X5+X4+X3+X2+X, g=X6+X5+X3+X2 E IFz[X]. Then ,f 
and g are not shift-equivalent over IFz, but f(X + a) = g where c1 E [FJ such that 
~1~ + x + 1 = 0. This example leads us to an open problem: how to construct (in 
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the positive characteristic case) the set Sf,, of the shift-equivalences taken from an 
extension (perhaps, algebraically closed) of the field of the coefficients? 
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